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ABSTRACT

Authors Keywords

With the help of four physical designs, an exploration of the
relationship between aesthetics and various concepts from
human sciences is been conducted. In addition to developing a
better understanding of human science theories, it is intended
to create awareness of slavery within the coffee industry.
The theories are not only used to create a design framework
but also as a tool to reflect on the design process. Finally, the
design process which resulted in this pictorial as well as using
human science theories to design is discussed.

Prototyping, human
industry, slavery

Next to the challenges given by the lectures, I challenged
myself to explore a family aspect within the aesthetics of the
prototypes. This goal was set since I noticed during another
course that creating a family of artifact interests me. While
designing the family of artifact, I noticed that creating a
similar look and feel for each prototype can be hard since not
all theories can be addressed the same way.

In addition, a discussion is started to reflect on the created
relationship between aesthetics and human sciences in
relation to design and its process.

sciences,

phenomenology,

coffee

ACM Classification Keywords
H.5.m. Information interfaces and presentation (e.g., HCI):
Miscellaneous.

INTRODUCTION
Within the course Matter of Transformation (DCM190)
students are invited “to consider and deepen (both hands-on
and through reflection) their understanding of the relationship
between aesthetics and various concepts from human sciences
that are at stake in the design process for transformation,
including philosophy, sociology and economics” [1]. This
relationship is explored by four weekly assignments in which
students are challenged to design a prototype. Each week
the students are introduced to a new human sciences theory
which should be used to create a new design. The discussed
theories are; evolutionary economics (including a discussion
on micro-meso-macro scales), sustainable transition and
design-informed post-phenomenology. By creating a design
based on the theories, students are challenged to reflect on
the theory itself and the relation between the presented
frameworks. In addition, an overall topic; from drinking
coffee/tea to (in)equalities is given to create a design space.

Within this pictorial, the four weekly designs are presented
and the theory on which the design is based is briefly
explained. The first exploration consists of two physical
prototypes and is inspired by theories about affordances.
The second prototype is designed upon the leading theory
in transition sciences; Multilevel perspective. With the third
prototype, a holistic approach is explored based on theories
of Goldstein. Finally, a fourth prototype addresses the
postphenomenological concept; ontological dimension.

The intertwinedness of slavery
During one of the first lectures of the course, I was triggered
by the fairtraidness within the coffee industry. In developed
countries, coffee is one of the most popular drinks but the
coffee bean is almost completely produced in the Global
South [2]. Nowadays, it is fair to say that coffee is a part of the
western culture. Unfortunately, this new culture is not fully
aware of the long history of slavery and colonialism with the
industry of coffee [3]. In order to create a design framework
for myself, I decided to explore how to create awareness of
the intertwinedness of slavery in the coffee industry with the
help of human science theories.
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Figure 1, First exploration
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WHAT IS FAIR?
Inspiration for the first exploration has
been taken out of one of the first lectures
by P. Levy where he asked the thoughtprovoking question: “is a lego chair a chair?”
wherewith he introduced me to the theory of
affordances [4]. In addition, while explaining
the assignment of the course, Levy mentioned
the fairtraideness of coffee and tea and their
industries [1]. Both themes intrigued me
to conduct further research and start an
exploration on how to combine the both
themes.
Levy’s question provoked me to explore
affordances and how the affordances are
perceived due to the aesthetics of an object.
As written by Gibson [5], affordances are
the properties of an object by which possible
actions for the user are visible, resulting in
a suggestion of the interaction with that
particular object.

Figure 2, First prototype

Based on Gibson’s theory of affordances, a
first prototype was made (figure 1-4). Within
this prototype, the ‘common’ affordances
of a coffee cup are intertwined with the
affordances of handcuffs. This way, old
affordances (e.g. holding the cup with your
hand) are concealed and new affordances (e.g.
handcuffing a person to the cup) appear. By
changing the properties of the cup of coffee
Figure 3, First prototype

Figure 4, First prototype
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Figure 5, Iteration on first prototype
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Figure 6, Iteration on first prototype

Figure 8, Iteration on first prototype

Figure 9, Iteration on first prototype

Figure 10, Iteration on first prototype

I tried to create awareness of the ongoing slavery within the industry.

Figure 7, Close-up slave neck clamp

Unfortunately, the aesthetics of the first prototype were not provoking
and recognizable enough since the handcuffs did not relate to slavery
immediately. In addition, Bruineberg wrote that the environment of
which an object is related to, influences the perceived affordances of that
object [6]. This was clearly seen while reflecting on the first prototype.

In order to address the overall topic; the intertwinedness of slavery in the
coffee industry, I explored new ways of combining objects with affordances
known of slavery, with a regular coffee cup. For the iteration of the first
prototype (figure 5-10), a neck clamp is welded and attached to a coffee
cup. The cup is placed on a saucer. The aesthetics of the neck clamp is
chosen since this shape is well known and therefore the environment (e.g.
classroom, coffee corner, etc.) will not influence the perceived affordances
of the clamp as before. With the typical slave neck clamp, a slave is
metaphorically attached to the coffee. The user, which orders the coffee
will be faced with the literally attached slave creating more awareness of
the intertwinedness of slavery in the coffee industry.
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Figure 11, second prototype

Figure 12, Western Micro - Actor making picture for Social Media

Figure 13, second prototype with shape in cream

Figure 14, second prototype with stamp
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The second exploration is based on sustainable
transition theories. As ir. Conny Ouwerkerk
and Joline Frens described in the lecture they
gave, Multilevel perspective is one of the
leading theories in transition sciences [7].
The Multilevel perspective theory explains
that a look at three different levels of a system
is needed to analyse innovations. As written
by Geels, the three levels are the landscape
(macro), regime (meso) and niches (micro) [8].
The external factors that influence the system
(the coffee industry) are called the landscape.
The regime is the way the system is operating
currently and the niches, the alternatives,
might destabilize the regime.

In order to create the awareness of the slavery
within the coffee industry, a second prototype
is made (figure 11-16). At first sight, people
from west developed countries will recognize
the coffee cup as they buy in a coffee shop.
This is where the first micro is visible in the
prototype as these people tend to take their
time to enjoy themselves by taking pictures
and sharing their coffee experiences on social
media. Once the user takes time to enjoy, coffee
is leaked into a stamp beneath the cup. This
way, every time the user drinks and lifts the
cup, a coffee colored shape of South America
is visual on the table. This stamp represent
the contradicting mirco that is hidden by the
big brand on the cup, the slavery on coffee
plantages in South America. The big brands,
(e.g. Douwe Egberts) flourish by maintaining
the western micro and therefore concealing
the micro of South America. With the second
prototype it is tried to stir the meso by first
presenting the beloved ‘social media worthy’
micro while confronting with the concealed
micro; slavery.

Build on the contradiction of affordances
as seen in the first prototypes, a new
contradiction is created with the prototype
of the second week. This time, as interpret of
the theory, two micros are visualized in one
object, the meso. Through the micro we live
in, we experience the meso, the system. It is
fair to say that this perspective of the system
is highly influenced by the micro. Therefore,
assumed is that people with other micros will
have a complete different perspectives on the
same meso.
Figure 15, second prototype bottom with stamp

Figure 16, Close-up stamp
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Figure 17, Third prototype - actor facing mundane character

Figure 18, Third prototype - actor facing slave
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YOUR INTERLOCUTOR
For the third prototype, I was inspired by a
theory of Kurt Goldstein while still addressing
my overall topic: the intertwinedness of
slavery in the world of coffee. Goldstein
describes that ones you want to address /
express / play with a certain topic, you can not
forget the whole image of the world this topic
fits in [9]. While Goldstein uses his theory to
conduct his research on brain-damaged soldier
of WWI, I was triggered to use this theory to
continue the exploration of the relationship
between aesthetics and human sciences.
With the third prototype (figure 17-21) I
tried to explore a holistic approach towards
slavery in the coffee industry. As seen in the
second prototype, a system such as the coffee
industry is build upon many niches (micros).
To address the system correctly, according to
Goldstein, the user must be informed of all
existing niches of the system. With the help
of this prototype, the user is introduced to a
new interlocutor which represent each micro

of the coffee industry. This way, a holistic
perspective on the industry can be established.
The prototype is constructed with a light
dependant resistor (LDR) that triggers a
projector. The projector projects a person
onto a mannequin. Each time the user
takes or places their cup of coffee on the
saucer a new interlocutor is visible. The first
discussion partner is a person, just like you
and me, someone you can relate to. The next
persons are all a part of the coffee industry.
For example, having a cup of coffee with a
salesman which sees coffee as a product he
generates profit from, will result in a different
conversation than a conversation with a
farmer who puts his soul into the coffee
beans to produce the most tasteful coffee or
a slave which is ordered to work. Having all
the different perspectives in one cup of coffee
will hopefully introduce the user to the broad
industry and their micros.

Figure 19, Third prototype - actor facing farmer

Figure 21, The characters

Figure 20, Third prototype - saucer
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Figure 22, Fourth prototype with fact

Figure 23, Fourth prototype with advertisement
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NEWSFLASH
During the lecture of Smith and Van der
Zwan about postphenomenological concepts
[10], I was inspired by the ontological
dimension. Technology is shaping the world
and therefore shaping human beings. “What
constitutes the world for us, is revealed
through our engagement with the technology;
and whatever does not belong to the context
of this engagement is concealed.” [11].
This reminds me of the previous addressed
influence of the brand in the coffee industry
visible in the second prototype. Since one of
my goals during this course was to create a
family of prototypes which are related to
each other by the overlapping theme, the
exploration of a ontological dimension within
the coffee industry started.
Build upon the findings of the second
prototype and the ontological dimension, a
fourth prototype is designed (figure 22-25). A
similar saucer as used in the third prototype
is used in this prototype to trigger a screen.
When the cup is on the saucer, newsflashes
of the coffee industry are shown on the
screen (e.g. BRAZIL: Farmers earn less than
2% of retail price). After five seconds, a new
newsflash is shown. To conceal this unwanted
confronting information, the user has to drink
the coffee, maintaining the imbalances in the
industry. Once the cup is lifted of the coaster,
newsflashes turns into advertisements of
the companies with their big brands (e.g.
Starbucks, Double the you).

In addition, this prototype slightly addresses
the Ethical Dimension since the prototype
might reveal ethical issues of the user.
Depending of the users perspective; drink
to conceal the unpleasant information or
by drinking the information is concealed,
thought-provoking ethical dilemmas arises.
Hopefully, the users will end up in debate
with themself and each other discussing the
imbalances of the coffee industry even more.
Next to that, the concealing factor of the
companies is highlighted again contributing
to new discussion as a conversation starter.

Figure 24, Fourth prototype

Figure 25, Fourth prototype
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DISCUSSION
It is been argued that designers should be
informed about human science since not all
designers see the relevance of this. While
reflecting on the process I have been through,
I believe that once a designer is familiar with
the theories new designs with different, more
meaningful aesthetics, can be created.
Using a theory as a design framework was
completely new for me and therefore it felt a
bit awkward sometimes. Looking back at the
four designed prototypes, I realised that there
are some aspects of the process which can be
discussed. First, the used theories can overlap
with each other as seen in the prototypes. This
can be very useful to strengthen the aesthetics
of the design but it can also cause confusion
since one theory is overshadowed by the other.
Seeing the overlap in the theories helped me
to pick a element of a prototype and develop
the essence of it into a new prototype as can
be seen in the fourth prototype where the
brand of a coffee company (explored in the
second prototype) is used as an inspiration.
In addition, the order in which the theories are
addressed within this course might be changed
in future work. For example, the result of the
third prototype in which a holistic approach
was key, might be convenient to start with.
This way, not only for the spectator but also
for the designer / student, comprehensive
insights of the design framework can be
gained.

SUMMARY
A second point of discussion is the amount
of used theories within the prototypes. Since
every prototype had to be designed and build
in only one week, the theories were sometimes
less in-depth discussed as they supposed to be.
This resulted in a fast hands-on design process
which suited me well. Nevertheless, it can be
argued that more extensive aesthetics can be
created once a thorough understanding of the
theory is established.

This pictorial presents four different prototypes that are based on human science theories with
a overlapping topic: the intertwinedness of slavery in the world of coffee. This exploration is
conducted within the course Matter of Transformation (DCM190) of Eindhoven University
of Technology given by Hummels and Levy. Although the theories could be discussed more
in-depth, a basic understanding of human science theories is gained by exploring physical,
theory based aesthetics. It is intended to create a family of prototypes (considering the
aesthetics) and in so doing, creating awareness of the overall topic.

Finally, the way the prototypes are visualised
in this pictorial can be discussed as well.
While taking pictures of all elements in the
prototype, I realised that expressing a physical
prototype with a picture can be hard. In future
work, taking more care of arranging the right
context in which the prototype is situated can
help expressing the prototype on a higher
level within a picture. Next to that, making
use of actors can be explored in the future
since this can create a better understanding
of the interaction and the meaning of the
prototype. In addition, using actors will create
a more dynamic picture to enhance the story
the designer wants to tell with the prototype.
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